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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

SPT CONSULTING MERGES WITH ENDEAVOR MANAGEMENT 

HOUSTON, Texas, February 6, 2017  — As part of its growth strategy, Endeavor Management has announced that SPT Consulting 
LLC has merged with Endeavor’s Expert Advisory Group.  This most recent merger is part of Endeavor’s strategy to build greater 
capabilities with unique expertise in manufacturing to meet client needs in the Oil & Gas and Manufacturing sectors. 

“We continually seek to enhance our services in response to client requests for us to develop a broad range of specialized expertise 
in their areas of business. SPT Consulting will improve our capabilities in the area of manufacturing process excellence.” said 
Bruce Crager, Executive Vice President of Endeavor Management’s Expert Advisory Group, “SPT will enable us to help our 
manufacturing clients be more cost effective and efficient as the industry begins its rebound from lower oil prices.” 

The transaction will also bolster SPT Consulting’s capacity to supply manufacturing operations excellence advisory services and 
offer its clients additional support in strategic advisory services, oil & gas industry expertise, and growth strategy consulting.    

“The merger with Endeavor Management allows us to offer a more comprehensive suite of assistance and solutions to our 
customers, and assists us in entering new industry sectors.” said Steve Tomlinson, President and Owner of SPT Consulting, LLC. 
“Our combined resources will benefit both SPT and Endeavor clients with strategic advisory solutions for end-to-end servicing of 
their business growth needs.” 

About Endeavor Management 

Headquartered in Houston Texas and doing business globally, Endeavor Management creates and advises market leaders through 
fresh insights, industry expertise and practical strategies.  Endeavor Management currently has an extensive network of clients in 
the upstream and downstream oil & gas, healthcare and retail industries.  Previous successful Endeavor Management mergers 
include Gelb Consulting, which brought over 40 years of experience in providing strategic marketing and research to the upstream 
and downstream industries.   

About SPT Consulting 

SPT Consulting LLC offers a broad range of advisory services to manufacturing, service, distribution and investment firms in the 
form of operational assessments / due diligence, business feasibility and planning, LEAN operation design, machine / technology 
definition and assessments, operations staff training, business process redesign, and value-added leadership.  

 
 
For further information, contact: 
Steve Tomlinson, SPT Consulting at (832) 298-9441 or stomlinson@endeavormgmt.com 
 
For further information, please contact Bruce Crager, Executive Vice President, Endeavor Management @ 713-877-8130 or 
info@endeavormgmt.com 
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